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Background: Previous studies have shown the interaction between heredity and childhood 

stress or life events on the pathogenesis of a major depressive disorder (MDD). In this study, 

we tested our hypothesis that childhood abuse, affective temperaments, and adult stressful life 

events interact and influence the diagnosis of MDD.

Patients and methods: A total of 170 healthy controls and 98 MDD patients were studied 

using the following self-administered questionnaire surveys: the Patient Health Questionnaire-9 

(PHQ-9), the Life Experiences Survey, the Temperament Evaluation of the Memphis, Pisa, 

Paris, and San Diego Autoquestionnaire, and the Child Abuse and Trauma Scale (CATS). The 

data were analyzed with univariate analysis, multivariable analysis, and structural equation 

modeling.

Results: The neglect scores of the CATS indirectly predicted the diagnosis of MDD 

through cyclothymic and anxious temperament scores of the Temperament Evaluation of 

the Memphis, Pisa, Paris, and San Diego Autoquestionnaire in the structural equation mod-

eling. Two temperaments – cyclothymic and anxious – directly predicted the diagnosis of 

MDD. The validity of this result was supported by the results of the stepwise multivariate 

logistic regression analysis as follows: three factors – neglect, cyclothymic, and anxious 

temperaments – were significant predictors of MDD. Neglect and the total CATS scores 

were also predictors of remission vs treatment-resistance in MDD patients independently 

of depressive symptoms.

Limitations: The sample size was small for the comparison between the remission and 

treatment-resistant groups in MDD patients in multivariable analysis.

Conclusion: This study suggests that childhood abuse, especially neglect, indirectly predicted 

the diagnosis of MDD through increased affective temperaments. The important role as a media-

tor of affective temperaments in the effect of childhood abuse on MDD was suggested.

Keywords: neglect, major depressive disorder, affective temperament, mediator

Introduction
Various factors, such as genetic factors, environmental factors, and personality traits, 

are known to be risk factors for the development of a major depressive disorder 

(MDD).1–9 Unexpectedly, the heritability of MDD is not high (37%) compared with 

schizophrenia (81%) and bipolar disorder (85%).10 Accordingly, other factors, such 

as environmental factors and personality traits, are presumed to contribute largely to 

the development of MDD. Adult stressful life events and childhood abuse are well-

known major environmental factors for MDD,3–5,11,12 and interestingly, these two 
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environmental factors interact with genetic factors in the 

gene-by-environment (G × E) interaction to predict depres-

sive symptoms and the onset of MDD, which may explain 

the relatively low heritability of MDD.1,6 Moreover, the 

interaction between adult stressful life events and personal-

ity traits also facilitates the onset of MDD.7 However, no 

reports have been performed to show the association of the 

abovementioned three factors, ie, personality traits, adult 

stressful life events, and childhood abuse, by using structural 

equation modeling (SEM).

A meta-analysis revealed that childhood maltreatment 

was associated with a lack of response or remission during 

treatment for depression,13 and the included studies inves-

tigated depressed patients who had not responded to only 

one adequate antidepressant treatment, ie, stage 1 MDD 

according to the staging of depression based on prior treat-

ment response proposed by Thase and Rush.14 On the other 

hand, Thase and Rush14 defined treatment-resistant depres-

sion (TRD) as treatment nonresponse (ie, the persistence 

of significant depressive symptoms) despite at least two 

treatment trials with drugs from different pharmacological 

classes, each used in an adequate dose for a sufficient period 

of time (stage 2 MDD-TRD). This definition is reasonable 

because clinical findings suggest that 20%–70% of nonre-

sponders to antidepressants will respond to a different type 

of antidepressant.14,15 There have been only a few studies that 

investigate the demographic and clinical features in stage 2 

MDD-TRD.16,17 No previous studies have investigated the 

environmental factors associated with stage 2 MDD-TRD. 

In association with personality traits, TRD demonstrated 

high scores for harm avoidance and low scores for reward 

dependence, self-directedness, and cooperativeness in the 

Temperament and Character Inventory.18 To the best of our 

knowledge, no previous studies have investigated affective 

temperament with stage 2 MDD-TRD.

Recently, we reported that childhood abuse indirectly 

increased the severity of depressive symptoms through 

increased affective temperaments and that affective tempera-

ments directly increased the severity of depressive symp-

toms in the SEM of a nonclinical general adult population.9 

Moreover, increased affective temperaments increased the 

negative appraisal of stressful life events, which, in turn, 

increased depressive symptoms mildly but significantly.9 

This study was the first study to show the association of 

temperament, childhood abuse, and adult stressful life events 

with the depressive symptoms using the SEM in a nonclinical 

general population and the role of affective temperaments as 

mediators in the influence of childhood abuse on depressive 

symptoms. Such a relationship has not been reported in 

MDD patients, and whether this hypothesis can be extended 

to MDD populations should be verified.

The aim of this study is to clarify whether the effect and 

interaction of these three factors, personality traits, adult 

stressful life events, and childhood abuse, are involved in 

the distinction of MDD patients and healthy controls. There-

fore, we compared affective temperaments identified on the 

Temperament Evaluation of the Memphis, Pisa, Paris, and 

San Diego Autoquestionnaire (TEMPS-A),19 childhood abuse 

evaluated by the Child Abuse and Trauma Scale (CATS),20 

adult stressful life events evaluated by the Life Experiences 

Survey (LES),21 and demographic and clinical features in 

MDD patients and healthy controls, and analyzed these 

interactions by SEM. Moreover, we studied whether affec-

tive temperaments, childhood abuse, and adult stressful life 

events are associated with stage 2 MDD-TRD.

Materials and methods
subjects
Healthy controls (control) included 170 subjects (103 male, 

67 female) who did not fulfill the criteria of the Mini-International 

Neuropsychiatric Interview screen22 or did not fulfill the cri-

teria of major or other depressive episodes as screened by the 

Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9).23 Control subjects 

were recruited previously and described in our previous study 

of the nonclinical general adult population.9

Ninety-eight patients (65 male, 33 female) with MDD 

had been treated at the Department of Psychiatry, National 

Defense Medical College; Hokkaido University Hospital; 

Self-Defense Forces Central Hospital; and Self-Defense 

Forces Sapporo Hospital. The patients were recruited 

from April 2012 to April 2013. The inclusion criteria were 

(a) meeting the criteria for a MDD in accordance with the 

DSM-IV-TR (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 

Disorders, fourth edition, text revision) (American Psychi-

atric Association, 2000)24 by the psychiatrists responsible for 

these patients, (b) being 20 years of age or older, (c) not hav-

ing severe physical diseases, (d) not meeting the diagnosis of 

axis II based on the DSM-IV-TR, (e) not having organic brain 

disease, and (f) having the capacity to consent to this study. 

Treatment-resistant major depression was defined as the 

persistence of significant or moderate depressive symptoms 

despite at least two treatment trials with antidepressants from 

different pharmacological classes (stage 2 MDD according to 

the staging of depression based on prior treatment response 

proposed by Thase and Rush15). Each prior treatment must 

have been used in an adequate dose for an adequate period 
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(ie, a minimum of the effective dose described in the product 

datasheet for 8 weeks). Remission was defined as patients 

who had no significant signs or symptoms of the disturbance 

during the past 2 months based on the DSM-IV-TR.

The authors investigated the demographic and psychoso-

cial characteristics of age, sex, years of education, employ-

ment status, marital status, living alone or not, number of 

offspring, family history of a first-degree relative with a 

mood disorder, comorbid physical disease, psychiatric 

comorbidities, melancholic features based on the DSM-

IV-TR, number of previous depressive episodes, and illness 

duration from the first depressive episode in each patient. 

Six questionnaires, which are shown below, were distrib-

uted and self-completed. The 17-item Hamilton Depression 

Rating Scale (HDRS) and the Young Mania Rating Scale 

(YMRS) were administered to MDD patients but not to 

healthy controls.25,26

Written informed consent was obtained from all the 

subjects. The patients who did not have the capacity to con-

sent were excluded in this study. This study was performed 

in accordance with the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki, revised 

in 2008, and was approved by the Institutional Review Board 

of the National Defense Medical College and Hokkaido 

University Hospital.

Questionnaires
Patient health Questionnaire-9
The Japanese version of the PHQ-9 was self-completed 

by the subjects in the written form.27 This study employed 

a summary score for assessing the severity of depressive 

symptoms.

life experiences survey
The Japanese version of the LES is a 57-item self-report 

measure that allows respondents to indicate events that they 

have experienced during the past year.9,21 The format of the 

LES calls for subjects to rate separately the desirability and 

effect of the events that they have experienced. They are 

asked to indicate the events experienced during the past year 

(0–6 months or 7 months–1 year) as well as (a) whether they 

viewed the event as being positive or negative and (b) the per-

ceived impact of the particular event on their life at the time 

of occurrence. The ratings are on a 7-point scale ranging from 

extremely negative (−3) to extremely positive (+3). Summing 

the impact ratings of those events designated as positive by 

the subject provides a positive change score. A negative 

change score is derived by summing the impact ratings of 

those events experienced as negative by the subject.

Temperament evaluation of the Memphis, Pisa, Paris, 
and san Diego autoquestionnaire
The TEMPS-A is a self-rating questionnaire consisting 

of 109 items for men and 110 items for women.19 The 

subjects completed the Japanese standardized version of the 

TEMPS-A, which is a true (=2) and false (=1) questionnaire 

measuring the following temperament dimensions: depres-

sive, cyclothymic, hyperthymic, irritable, and anxious.28

child abuse and Trauma scale
The CATS is a 38-item scale. Initial findings have dem-

onstrated that this measure has strong internal consistency 

(Cronbach’s alpha =0.63–0.90) and test–retest reliability 

(r=0.71–0.91).20 The CATS has been shown to significantly 

correlate with outcome measures, such as dissociation, 

depression, stressful life events, and interpersonal difficulties. 

On each item, participants rate how frequently a particular 

abusive experience occurred to them during their childhood 

and adolescence, using a scale of 0–4 (0= never; 4= always). 

The score for each subscale is the mean score on the items 

that make up that subscale. There are three subscales, measur-

ing subjective reports of three aspects of adverse childhood 

experience: neglect/negative home atmospheres, punishment, 

and sexual abuse.

To confirm whether depressive symptoms influence 

CATS scores, CATS and PHQ-9 were measured twice in 

50 MDD patients at intervals of 1 month or longer. The total 

scores of the CATS were not significantly predicted by the 

PHQ-9 scores in a multiple regression analysis.

Hajime Tanabe, one of the authors, developed and 

validated the Japanese version of the CATS by the classic 

translation–back translation technique with the permis-

sion and confirmation of Dr Sanders, the developer of the 

CATS.29

state-Trait anxiety inventory, Form Y
The Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, Form Y 

(STAI-Y)30 is a 40-item self-report measure of enduring 

(trait) and transient (state) anxiety symptoms. Respondents 

evaluate how they feel generally or at a particular moment 

on a 4-point scale in each statement. The STAI-Y state and 

trait scores range from 20 to 80. The subjects completed the 

Japanese adaptation version of the STAI-Y (STAI-JYZ).31 

State anxiety is designed to evaluate a temporary condition 

experienced in specific situations, “how respondents feel 

right now, at this moment”, while trait anxiety is designed to 

evaluate a general tendency to perceive situations as threaten-

ing, “how respondents feel generally”.
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Data analysis
We designed a structural equation model, in which MDD 

was predicted by childhood abuse, temperaments, and adult 

stressful life events. The models were assessed using multiple 

adequacies of fit criteria: the χ2, the comparative fit index 

(CFI), the Tucker–Lewis index (TLI), and the root mean 

square error of approximation (RMSEA). A non-significant 

χ2 (P.0.05) is suggestive of a good match between the data 

and the hypothesized model. According to the conventional 

criteria, a CFI greater than 0.95, a TLI greater than 0.95, and 

an RMSEA less than 0.08 indicate an acceptable fit and a CFI 

greater than 0.97, a TLI greater than 0.97, and an RMSEA 

less than 0.05 indicate a good fit.32

The demographic and clinical characteristics and psy-

chological measurement values were compared between the 

two groups using the Mann–Whitney U-test for continuous 

data and the χ2 test or, when appropriate, the Fisher’s exact 

test for categorical data and were compared between the 

three groups by the Kruskal–Wallis test, followed by the 

Steel–Dwass post hoc test. Multivariate logistic regres-

sion analysis and multiple regression analysis were used to 

determine the correlation between the parameters and the 

predictive factors.

The statistical analyses were conducted using Mplus 

version 7.11 (Muthén & Muthén, Los Angeles, CA, 

USA) for the SEM; SPSS Statistics version 21 (SPSS 

Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) for the multiple logistic regres-

sion analyses, the multiple regression analyses, χ2 test, 

the Mann–Whitney U-test, and the unpaired t-test; and 

the EZR33 (Saitama Medical Center, Jichi Medical  

University, Saitama, Japan) for the Kruskal–Wallis test, 

which is a graphical user interface for R (The R Foundation 

for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). The differences 

were considered to be statistically significant at P,0.05. We 

did not apply Bonferroni correction to many variables because 

of the relatively small sample size of patients in this study.

Results
Demographic and clinical characteristics 
and the PhQ-9, caTs, TeMPs-a, and les 
scores of the control and MDD groups
The demographic and clinical characteristics and the PHQ-9, 

CATS, TEMPS, and LES scores of 170 control and 98 MDD 

subjects are presented in Table 1. The duration of education; 

the number of offspring; the PHQ-9 summary scores; the 

sexual, neglect, and total scores of the CATS; the depressive, 

cyclothymic, irritable, and anxious temperament scores of the 

TEMPS-A; and the negative change score of the LES were 

significantly different between the control and MDD groups 

as determined by the Mann–Whitney U-test. Employment 

status, marital status, presence of offspring, presence of a 

first-degree relative with a mood disorder, and presence of 

comorbid physical disease were significantly different as 

determined by the χ2 test. Cronbach’s alpha coefficients 

for the TEMPS-A subscales in control and MDD subjects 

were depressive 0.78, cyclothymic 0.86, hyperthymic 0.79, 

anxious 0.91, and irritable 0.80, indicating excellent or good 

internal consistencies.

stepwise multivariate logistic regression 
analysis using control/MDD as the 
dichotomous dependent variable
The putative explanatory variables that showed significant 

differences between the control and MDD groups, as deter-

mined by the Mann–Whitney U-test or χ2 test in Table 1,  

were further analyzed in stepwise multivariate logistic regres-

sion analysis. Table 2 shows the results of a stepwise multi-

variate logistic regression analysis in which the control/MDD 

was the dependent variable and employment status (yes =1, 

no =0), comorbid physical disease (yes =1, no =0), mar-

ried (yes =1, no =0), presence of offspring (yes =1, no =0), 

having a first-degree relative with MDD (yes =1, no =0), 

duration of education (years), negative change score in the 

LES, depressive (high =1, low =0), cyclothymic (high =1, 

low =0), irritable (high =1, low =0), and anxious (high =1, 

low =0) temperament scores on the TEMPS-A; a neglect 

score and sexual scores of the CATS; and PHQ-9 summary 

scores were the independent variables. The subscale scores 

of TEMPS-A were divided into two categories, low or high, 

because the natural logarithm of the odds ratio was not linear 

with these variables. The total score on the CATS that had 

a significant difference (Table 1) was excluded from the 

stepwise multivariate logistic regression analysis because 

it had a high correlation with a neglect score on the CATS 

(P=0.92).

When entering these independent variables in a stepwise 

multivariate logistic regression analysis, the cyclothymic and 

anxious scores of TEMPS-A, comorbid physical disease, 

employment status, a neglect score on the CATS, and the 

PHQ-9 summary scores were significant predictors of MDD, 

whereas other variables were excluded from the model. 

The fit indexes of this model were as follows: χ2=194.757 

(P,0.001), Nagelkerke R2=0.707, Hosmer–Lemeshow 

test =0.316, and predictive accuracy =89.2%.
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Table 1 Demographic and clinical characteristics and psychological measurement scores of healthy controls and patients with MDD

Characteristics or measures Control (n=170) MDD (n=98) P-value

age, years 44.2±10.4 45.6±10.6 0.375
sex (male:female) 103:67 65:33 0.350

education, years 14.9±2.1 14.1±2.4 0.002

employment status (employed:unemployed) 139:30 67:30 0.013

homemakers of unemployed persons 28 14

Marital status

single 23 26

Married 139 61

Divorce 7 8

Widowed 1 2

Married (yes:no) 139:31 61:36 0.001

living alone (yes:no) 33:135 18:77 0.891

Number of offspring 1.47±1.13 0.96±1.13 ,0.001

Presence of offspring (yes:no) 124:46 49:46 ,0.001

First-degree relative with mood disorder (yes:no) 7:163 14:80 0.002

MDD 7 12a 0.009

Bipolar disorder 0 3a 0.044

comorbid physical disease (yes:no) 30:140 38:55 ,0.001

comorbid psychiatric disorder (yes:no) 11b:84

Melancholic feature (yes:no) 23:72

Number of previous depressive episode

0 47

1 21

2–4 16

.4 12

illness duration, years 7.7±7.1

PhQ-9 score 1.9±2.2 9.6±6.7 ,0.001

Number of psychopharmacologic treatments in use

antidepressants (yes:no) (%) 88:10 (90%)

anxiolytics (yes:no) (%) 76:22 (78%)

atypical antipsychotics (yes:no) (%) 26:72 (27%)

Mood stabilizer (yes:no) (%) 24:74 (24%)

caTs (average score)

sexual abuse 0.02±0.09 0.10±0.25 ,0.001

Neglect 0.42±0.48 1.00±0.70 ,0.001

Punishment 1.42±0.60 1.38±0.77 0.454

Total score 0.55±0.34 0.87±0.52 ,0.001

TeMPs-a (average score)

Depressive 1.29±0.14 1.48±0.21 ,0.001

cyclothymic 1.09±0.10 1.28±0.23 ,0.001

hyperthymic 1.22±0.17 1.18±0.17 0.076

anxious 1.11±0.11 1.39±0.25 ,0.001

irritable 1.07±0.10 1.18±0.16 ,0.001

les (change score)

Negative 1.62±4.04 6.60±7.00 ,0.001
Positive 1.48±2.92 1.84±3.38 0.151

Notes: aIncludes one subject who has a first-degree relative with MDD and bipolar disorder. bDiagnoses include alcohol dependence =1, panic disorder =7, obsessive-
compulsive disorder =2, generalized anxiety disorder =1, and social anxiety disorder =1. Data represent the mean ± sD or numbers. Owing to missing data, the sample size 
differs across the variables. The comparison of continuous data was analyzed with the Mann–Whitney U-test, and the comparison of categorical data was analyzed with a  
χ2 test and, when appropriate, with the Fisher’s exact test.
Abbreviations: MDD, major depressive disorder; PhQ-9, Patient health Questionnaire-9; caTs, child abuse and Trauma scale; TeMPs-a, Temperament evaluation of 
the Memphis, Pisa, Paris, and san Diego autoquestionnaire; les, life experiences survey.
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correlation between the caTs subscale 
scores and the temperament scores 
on the TeMPs-a in MDD patients
As shown in Table 3, the four temperament scores (excluding 

the hyperthymic temperament score) of MDD patients were 

significantly and positively correlated with the neglect sub-

scale scores. The punishment subscale score was significantly 

and positively correlated with the depressive temperament 

score. The sexual abuse subscale score was significantly and 

positively correlated with the depressive, cyclothymic, and 

anxious temperament scores.

Multiple regression analysis was performed to identify 

the independent predictors of each affective temperament 

on the TEMPS-A from the CATS subscales in MDD 

patients. Table 4 shows the results of the multiple regression 

analysis where each temperament score was the dependent 

factor and the neglect, punishment, and sexual abuse sub-

scale scores on the CATS were the independent factors. 

The hyperthymic temperament score was not analyzed 

because Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients showed 

no correlation between the hyperthymic temperament score 

and the three subscale scores of the CATS. Only the neglect 

subscale score was a significant predictor of the four tem-

perament scores (Table 4).

analysis of the seM using control/MDD 
as the dichotomous dependent variable
To examine the association of all the variables, we built a 

structural equation model based on the results of the above 

correlation analysis and multivariate logistic regression 

analysis. The results of the path coefficients calculated by 

Mplus are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 shows the construction of the structural equa-

tion model, in which the standardized coefficients (with a 

maximum of 1 and a minimum of −1) are shown. Based on 

the demographic and clinical data and psychological mea-

surement values (Table 1), the results of the multivariate 

logistic regression analysis (Table 2), the correlation between 

the CATS subscales and the temperament scores of the 

TEMPS-A (Table 3), and the multiple regression analysis 

of each temperament score of the TEMPS-A (Table 4), 

the observed variables constructed to the structural equa-

tion model were selected. Only the neglect subscale of the 

CATS was selected as the observed variable of childhood 

Table 2 The results of a stepwise multivariate logistic regression 
model using control/MDD patients as the dependent variable

Variable P-value Odds ratio 95% CI

PhQ-9 ,0.001 1.43 1.25–1.63
comorbid physical disease 0.001 4.83 1.94–12.02
cyclothymic score of TeMPs-a 0.007 3.32 1.38–7.95
anxious score of TeMPs-a 0.010 3.02 1.30–7.02
employment status 0.030 0.33 0.12–0.90
Neglect score of caTs 0.040 2.04 1.03–4.02
Presence of offspring 0.083 0.46 0.19–1.11

Notes: Odds of MDD: values greater than 1 indicate that a higher score is associated 
with greater likelihood of MDD and values less than 1 indicate that a lower score 
is associated with a greater likelihood of being a control. Fourteen independent 
variables were analyzed: employment status (yes =1, no =0), comorbid physical 
disease (yes =1, no =0), married (yes =1, no =0), presence of offspring (yes =1, 
no =0), first-degree relative with MDD (yes =1, no =0), education years, negative 
change score of the les, depressive (high =1 [.1.33], low =0 [%1.33]), cyclothymic 
(high [.1.14] =1, low [%1.14] =0), irritable (high [.1.00] =1, low [=1.00] =0) and 
anxious (high [.1.15] =1, low [%1.15] =0) scores of the TeMPs-a, the neglect 
and sexual scores of the caTs, and the PhQ-9 summary score. N=170 (control) 
and N=98 (MDD). Fit index of this model: χ2=194.757 (P,0.001). Nagelkerke 
R2=0.707. hosmer–lemeshow test =0.310. Predictive accuracy =89.2%.
Abbreviations: MDD, major depressive disorder; CI, confidence interval; 
PhQ-9, Patient health Questionnaire-9; TeMPs-a, Temperament evaluation of the 
Memphis, Pisa, Paris, and san Diego autoquestionnaire; caTs, child abuse and 
Trauma scale.

Table 3 correlation (ρ) between the caTs subscales and the 
temperament scores of the TeMPs-a in patients with major 
depressive disorder

neg pun sex dep cyc hyp anx irr

neg 1.00 0.47** 0.18 0.38** 0.35** −0.04 0.37** 0.35**
pun 1.00 −0.10 0.28** 0.15 −0.12 0.12 0.18
sex 1.00 0.21* 0.21* −0.02 0.22* 0.03
dep 1.00 0.42** −0.04 0.63** 0.50**
cyc 1.00 0.09 0.61** 0.61**
hyp 1.00 −0.11 −0.01
anx 1.00 0.68**
irr 1.00

Notes: ρ= Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. *P,0.05 and **P,0.01.
Abbreviations: caTs, child abuse and Trauma scale; TeMPs-a, Temperament 
evaluation of the Memphis, Pisa, Paris, and san Diego autoquestionnaire; neg, neglect 
subscale; pun, punishment subscale; sex, sexual abuse subscale; dep, depressive 
temperament; cyc, cyclothymic temperament; hyp, hyperthymic temperament; 
anx, anxious temperament; irr, irritable temperament.

Table 4 correlation (ρ) between the caTs subscales and the 
temperament scores of the TeMPs-a in patients with major 
depressive disorder

Independent  
factor

Dependent factor

Depressive Cyclothymic Anxious Irritable

Neglect subscale 0.26* 0.32** 0.36** 0.35**
Punishment subscale 0.17 0.01 −0.04 0.08
sexual abuse subscale 0.18 0.15 0.15 −0.03
aNOVa F=6.96*** F=5.27** F=5.99** F=4.41**
adjusted R2 0.16 0.12 0.13 0.10

Notes: Figures except the F-values and adjusted R2 present beta values (standardized 
partial regression coefficients). Hyperthymic temperament was not analyzed because 
it was not correlated with any caTs subscale score (Table 3). ρ= spearman’s rank 
correlation coefficient. *P,0.05, **P,0.01, and ***P,0.001.
Abbreviations: caTs, child abuse and Trauma scale; TeMPs-a, Temperament 
evaluation of the Memphis, Pisa, Paris, and san Diego autoquestionnaire; aNOVa, 
analysis of variance.
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abuse because the punishment and sexual subscales were not 

significant predictors of MDD (Table 2) or each temperament 

of the TEMPS-A (Table 4). Hyperthymic temperament was 

excluded from the observed variables of the latent variable 

temperament because hyperthymic temperament was neither 

different between the control and MDD groups (Table 1) 

nor correlated with any subscales of the CATS (Table 3). 

Furthermore, depressive and irritable temperaments were 

excluded from the observed variables of the latent variable 

temperament because the multiple fit criteria were not enough 

in the SEM and these two temperaments were not significant 

predictors of MDD (Table 2).

A good fit of the model was obtained as follows: the 

χ2 statistic P=0.337, RMSEA =0.000, CFI =1.000, and 

TLI =1.001. Only the path coefficient of neglect to control/

MDD (0.12) was not significant (P=0.053). The other path 

coefficients were substantially significant (P,0.001).

Consistent with the results of the multiple regression 

analysis (Table 4), two temperament scores on the TEMPS-A 

were significantly predicted by the subscale neglect of the 

CATS in the SEM (Figure 1). Having MDD vs being a con-

trol was significantly predicted by two temperament scores 

on the TEMPS-A. The effect of the neglect score on the 

prediction of having MDD vs being a control was indirect 

and mediated by the effect of the neglect score on the two 

temperament scores in the TEMPS-A (indirect path coef-

ficient =0.40, P,0.001).

Demographic and clinical characteristics 
and the PhQ-9, caTs, TeMPs-a, and 
les scores of healthy controls and the 
remission and treatment-resistant groups 
of MDD patients
The demographic and clinical characteristics and the PHQ-9, 

CATS, TEMPS, and LES scores of 170 healthy controls and 

the 55 remission and 22 treatment-resistant MDD patients are 

presented in Table 5. The STAI-Y, HDRS, and YMRS results 

are investigated only in the MDD patients (Table 5).

The duration of education; the number of married 

subjects; the employment status; the number of offspring; 

the presence of offspring; the presence of a first-degree 

relative with a mood disorder; the presence of a first-degree 

relative with MDD; the presence of comorbid physical 

disease; the PHQ-9 summary scores; the sexual, neglect, 

and total scores of the CATS; the depressive, cyclothymic, 

anxious, and irritable temperament scores of the TEMPS; 

and the negative change score of the LES were significantly 

different between these three groups as determined by the 

Kruskal–Wallis test.

The remission group had significantly shorter durations 

of education than the healthy controls, as determined by 

the Steel–Dwass post hoc analysis. The remission group 

had significantly higher scores or higher frequencies of the 

presence of comorbid physical disease; the PHQ-9 sum-

mary scores; the sexual, neglect, and total scores of the 

Cyclothymic

Temperament

Neglect

Anxious

0.880.790.53 (P<0.001)

(P<0.001)

0.75 (P<0.001)

(P=0.053)

P=0.337
=0.000
=1.000
=1.001TLI

CFI
RMSEA
Chi-square

Fit scores of model

Direct effect =0.12

Control/MDD

Square sums of multiple
correlation coefficient =0.68

Indirect effect =0.40

Figure 1 The results of the structural equation model for the 170 healthy control subjects and 98 MDD patients with neglect (caTs), affective temperaments (TeMPs-a), 
and control vs MDD.
Notes: rectangles indicate the observed variables associated with the latent variable, which are shown as an oval. The arrows with double lines represent statistically 
significant paths, and the broken line shows the non-significant path. The numbers beside the arrows show the standardized path coefficients (minimum −1, maximum 1). The 
P-values reveal the levels of statistical significance. Indirect effects indicate the effect mediated by the other variables. A fit of the model is obtained as follows: the χ2 statistic 
P=0.337, rMsea =0.000, cFi =1.000, and Tli =1.001.
Abbreviations: MDD, major depressive disorder; caTs, child abuse and Trauma scale; TeMPs-a, Temperament evaluation of the Memphis, Pisa, Paris, and san Diego 
Autoquestionnaire; RMSEA, root mean square error of approximation; CFI, comparative fit index; TLI, Tucker–Lewis index.
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Table 5 Demographic and clinical characteristics and psychological measurement scores of healthy controls and patients with MDD 
(remission and treatment-resistant groups)

Characteristics or measures Control  
(n=170)

MDD H-value 
(Kruskal– 
Wallis test)

P-value

Remission  
group (n=55)

Treatment-resistant  
group (n=22)

age, years 44.2±10.4 47.9±11.9 42.9±6.9 4.27 0.118
sex (male:female) 103:67 35:20 16:6 1.27 0.531
education, years 14.9±2.1 13.8±2.4** 14.7±2.5 11.61 0.003
employment status (employed:unemployed) 139:30 37:17 14:8 7.09 0.029

homemakers of unemployed persons 28 11 1
Marital status

single 23 10 8
Married 139 40 10
Divorce 7 4 3
Widowed 1 1 1
Married (yes:no) 139:31 40:15 10:12** 14.80 ,0.001

living alone (yes:no) 33:135 5:48 6:16 4.19 0.123
Number of offspring 1.47±1.13 1.25±1.07 0.45±0.80**,## 18.13 ,0.001

Presence of offspring (yes:no) 124:46 35:18 7:15**,# 14.80 ,0.001
First-degree relative with mood disorder (yes:no) 7:163 6:47 5:17** 11.05 0.004

MDD 7 5 5a,** 11.43 0.003
Bipolar disorder 0 1 1a 5.88 0.052

comorbid physical disease (yes:no) 30:140 22:30** 8:14 14.81 ,0.001
comorbid psychiatric disorder (yes:no) 7b:48 3c:19 Fisher 0.589
Melancholic feature (yes:no) 7:45 12:10 chi-square ,0.001
recurrent major depression (yes:no) 24:31 16:6 chi-square 0.021
Number of previous depressive episode

0 30 8
1 8 5
2–4 115 35
.4 5 5

illness duration, years 7.9±8.2 8.5±5.9 U-test 0.301
PhQ-9 (summary score) 1.9±2.2 6.5±4.7** 16.5±7.5**,## 89.55 ,0.001
hDrs (total score) 4.6±4.1 16.1±8.9## U-test ,0.001
YMrs (total score) 0.4±1.1 1.7±3.4# U-test 0.026
sTai-Y (total score)

state 41.9±12.5 52.7±16.4## U-test 0.001
Trait 45.9±13.4 57.9±18.3## U-test ,0.001

caTs (average score)
sexual abuse 0.02±0.09 0.09±0.24** 0.17±0.35** 15.86 ,0.001
Neglect 0.42±0.48 0.79±0.57** 1.55±0.69**,## 54.88 ,0.001
Punishment 1.42±0.60 1.36±0.66 1.48±0.79 0.83 0.661
Total 0.55±0.34 0.74±0.41** 1.22±0.51**,## 38.08 ,0.001

TeMPs-a (average score)
Depressive 1.29±0.14 1.42±0.21** 1.62±0.16**,## 59.24 ,0.001
cyclothymic 1.09±0.10 1.24±0.20** 1.37±0.24**,# 60.61 ,0.001
hyperthymic 1.22±0.17 1.17±0.15 1.20±0.16 3.08 0.215
anxious 1.11±0.11 1.35±0.24** 1.52±0.24**,# 77.31 ,0.001
irritable 1.07±0.10 1.15±0.15** 1.25±0.17**,# 36.84 ,0.001

les (total score)
Negative 1.62±4.04 4.62±5.14** 10.09±8.54**,# 55.32 ,0.001
Positive 1.48±2.92 1.69±2.44 2.82±5.58 2.95 0.229

Notes: aIncludes one subject who has a first-degree relative with a MDD and bipolar disorder. bDiagnoses include alcohol dependence =1, panic disorder =5, generalized 
anxiety disorder =1, and social anxiety disorder =1. cDiagnoses include panic disorder =2 and panic disorder + obsessive-compulsive disorder =1. **P,0.01 vs controls, 
#P,0.05 vs the remission group, and ##P,0.01 vs the remission group. The comparison of the three groups was analyzed by the Kruskal–Wallis test followed by the 
steel–Dwass test, and the comparison of the two groups was analyzed by the U-test. Data represent the mean ± sD or numbers. Owing to missing data, the sample size 
differs across the variables.
Abbreviations: MDD, major depressive disorder; PhQ-9, Patient health Questionnaire-9; hDrs, hamilton Depression rating scale; YMrs, Young Mania rating scale; 
sTai-Y, spielberger state-Trait anxiety inventory, Form Y; caTs, child abuse and Trauma scale; TeMPs-a, Temperament evaluation of the Memphis, Pisa, Paris, and san 
Diego autoquestionnaire; les, life experiences survey.
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CATS; the depressive, cyclothymic, anxious, and irritable 

temperament scores of the TEMPS; and the negative change 

score of the LES compared to the healthy controls. The 

treatment-resistant group had significantly lower scores or 

lower frequencies of the number of married subjects, the 

number of offspring, and the presence of offspring compared 

to the healthy controls, as determined by the Steel–Dwass 

post hoc analysis. The treatment-resistant group had signifi-

cantly higher scores or higher frequencies of the presence 

of a first-degree relative with a mood disorder; the presence 

of a first-degree relative with MDD; the PHQ-9 summary 

scores; the sexual, neglect, and total scores of the CATS; the 

depressive, cyclothymic, anxious, and irritable temperament 

scores of the TEMPS; and the negative change score of the 

LES than healthy controls.

The treatment-resistant group had significantly lower 

scores or lower frequencies of the number of offspring and the 

presence of offspring than the remission group, as determined 

by the Steel–Dwass post hoc analysis. The treatment-resistant 

group had significantly higher scores or higher frequencies 

on the PHQ-9 summary scores; the neglect and total scores 

of the CATS; the depressive, cyclothymic, irritable, and 

anxious temperament scores of the TEMPS; the negative 

change score of the LES; the HDRS scores; the YMRS 

scores; and the state and trait anxiety scores of the STAI-Y 

than the remission group as determined by the Steel–Dwass 

post hoc analysis or the Mann–Whitney U-test.

Multivariate logistic regression analysis 
of remission vs treatment-resistance 
in patients with MDD
To confirm whether the CATS and TEMPS-A scores are 

predictors of remission vs treatment-resistance in patients 

with MDD independently of depressive symptoms (PHQ-9 

summary scores), multivariate logistic regression analyses 

were performed where remission vs treatment-resistance in 

patients with MDD was the dependent variable (data not 

shown). Neglect (P=0.020, odds ratio =4.10) and the total 

scores (P=0.041, odds ratio =5.15) of the CATS were inde-

pendent predictors of remission vs treatment-resistance in 

patients with MDD when a PHQ-9 summary score and each 

of these two subscales of the CATS were the two independent 

variables. However, the sexual and punishment scores of the 

CATS, all the subscale scores of the TEMPS-A, and the nega-

tive change scores of the LES were not significantly inde-

pendent predictors of remission vs treatment-resistance in 

patients with MDD when the PHQ-9 score and each of these 

scores were included as the two independent variables.

Discussion
This study is the first report showing that childhood abuse 

indirectly predicted MDD through the affective temperaments 

measured by the TEMPS-A in the SEM comparing healthy 

controls and patients with MDD. Two temperaments –  

cyclothymic and anxious – directly predicted the diagnosis of 

MDD. The validity of this result of the SEM was supported 

by the results of the multivariate logistic regression analysis 

based on the clinical and demographic characteristics and 

the questionnaire data that compared the control and MDD 

groups as follows: a stepwise multivariate logistic analysis 

showed that three factors – neglect, cyclothymic, and anxious 

temperaments – predicted the diagnosis of MDD indepen-

dently of the severity of depressive symptoms. These factors 

were statistically significant predictors or factors with high 

path coefficients in the SEM. These results are consistent with 

the results of our recent study in a nonclinical general adult 

population, in which childhood abuse indirectly increased 

the severity of depressive symptoms through increased 

affective temperaments, and the affective temperaments 

directly increased the severity of depressive symptoms in 

the SEM.9

In our previous study of a nonclinical general adult 

population,9 a neglect score on the CATS was a significant 

predictor of depressive, cyclothymic, irritable, and anxious 

temperaments in the multiple regression analysis. Clinically, 

Pompili et al34 reported that psychiatric inpatients with a his-

tory of childhood abuse had a higher incidence of the irritable 

temperament trait than the non-abused patients. However, 

no study has examined the effect of childhood abuse on the 

TEMPS-A in MDD patients. In the multiple regression analy-

sis of this study, only neglect among the childhood abuse 

subscales significantly predicted high scores of depressive, 

cyclothymic, irritable, and anxious temperaments in MDD 

patients, which is consistent with our previous results in a 

nonclinical general adult population.9 Moreover, the result of 

the SEM indicates that a history of neglect indirectly predicts 

the diagnosis of MDD through the affective temperaments, 

especially the cyclothymic and anxious temperaments, mea-

sured by the TEMPS-A.

On the other hand, hyperthymic temperament was not 

significantly associated with childhood abuse in this study. 

Rovai et al35 noted that there is a gap between hyperthymic 

temperament, which must be considered the most functional 

and desirable, and cyclothymic, depressive, irritable and 

anxious temperaments, which are closer to mood, anxiety, 

and substance use disorders, and imply difficulty in adapting 

emotionally and behaviorally to somatic diseases and  
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life stressors. Our study suggests that a history of childhood 

abuse is implicated in the gap between hyperthymic tempera-

ment and the other four temperaments in adulthood.

Partly consistent with our present research, a previous 

study reported that the depressive, cyclothymic, and anxious 

temperament scores of MDD patients were higher than those 

of healthy controls.28 In the present study, four temperaments –  

depressive, cyclothymic, irritable, and anxious – measured 

by the TEMPS-A in MDD patients were higher than those 

in the controls independently of the depressive symptoms 

in univariate analyses: the remission MDD group also had 

significantly higher scores. However, in a multivariate logis-

tic regression analysis, only the cyclothymic and anxious 

temperaments were significant predictors of MDD. This 

finding was also supported by higher path coefficients from 

the latent variable temperament to cyclothymic and anxious 

temperaments in the SEM. These results agree with the 

results of our previous study in a nonclinical general adult 

population that cyclothymic and anxious temperaments were 

significant predictors of depressive symptoms in a multiple 

regression analysis.9 Our study suggests that high cyclothy-

mic and anxious temperament scores are important factors 

for predicting the onset of MDD.

The affective temperaments measured by the TEMPS-A 

are considered antecedents or subsyndromal manifestations 

of mood disorders. As discussed in the above paragraph, the 

cyclothymic and anxious temperament scores of MDD patients 

are higher than those of healthy controls in the present and 

previous studies.28 In particular, cyclothymic temperament 

is more evident in bipolar disorders,36,37 indicating biological 

implications. In contrast, anxious temperament has an inverse 

relationship with resilience both in depressive and healthy indi-

viduals38 and is a robust predictor of most psychiatric disorders, 

especially within the anxiety and depressive clusters.39 On the 

other hand, childhood abuse is also a major environmental fac-

tor that predicts MDD.3–6,12 However, the association between 

childhood abuse and affective temperament at the onset of 

MDD has not been clarified. Our previous study in a non-

clinical general adult population suggested the possibility that 

childhood abuse causes depression through increasing affec-

tive temperaments.9 The present study supports this hypothesis 

and suggests that childhood abuse, especially neglect, increases 

cyclothymic and anxious temperaments, which, in turn, might 

affect the onset or clinical outcomes of MDD.

This study revealed that the total and neglect scores on 

the CATS in the stage 2 MDD-TRD group were signifi-

cantly higher than those in the remission group. Whereas a 

meta-analysis13 recently showed that childhood maltreatment 

was associated with an elevated risk of lack of response or 

remission during treatment for depression, the present study 

is the first report in which childhood abuse is associated 

with the stage 2 MDD-TRD. The significant difference of 

the total and neglect scores on the CATS between the stage 

2 MDD-TRD and remission groups were not diminished 

when the PHQ-9 summary scores were included as the inde-

pendent factor in a multivariate logistic regression analysis. 

Therefore, the neglect and total scores on the CATS were 

associated with the stage 2 MDD-TRD independently of the 

severity of the depressive symptoms.

In this study, the stage 2 MDD-TRD group had higher 

scores of depressive, cyclothymic, anxious, and irritable 

temperament and higher negative change scores on the LES 

compared with the remission group. Although there is a pos-

sibility that affective temperament plays a role in mediating 

the influence of childhood abuse on the stage 2 MDD-TRD 

group, as seen in the SEM of healthy controls and patients 

with MDD (Figure 1), the multivariate analysis and SEM 

of stage 2 MDD-TRD could not be performed because of 

an insufficient sample size. Additionally, the significant 

differences of the affective temperament and the negative 

change score on the LES between these groups were not 

independent of depressive symptoms in multivariate logistic 

regression analyses. Therefore, depressive symptoms may be 

a confounding factor for the TEMPS-A and LES data of the 

remission and stage 2 MDD-TRD groups, which constitutes 

a limitation of this study. Further studies with a larger sample 

size of patients with TRD will be necessary.

Another limitation of this study is that childhood abuse was 

estimated retrospectively and affective temperament was not 

evaluated before the onset of MDD. To confirm the influence 

of childhood abuse and temperaments on the onset of MDD, a 

prospective longitudinal study of a representative birth cohort 

will be necessary. Additionally, the CATS, the scale used to 

measure childhood abuse in this study, is a questionnaire in 

which patients recall the experiences in childhood, whereby 

psychological symptoms such as depressive symptoms on a 

test day may influence the recollection of a traumatic event in 

childhood. However, because the neglect score of the CATS 

predicted the diagnosis of MDD in the multivariate logistic 

analysis, including the PHQ summary score as an independent 

variable, the influence of depressive symptoms on the neglect 

score of the CATS in this study may not be significant.

The SEM of this study showed that childhood abuse, 

especially neglect, increased affective temperament, which,  

in turn, predicted MDD. These results suggest the impor-

tant role of affective temperament as a mediator in the 
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effect of childhood abuse on MDD. Whereas this study 

also suggests that a history of neglect may be involved in 

treatment-resistance in patients with MDD, further studies 

using multivariate analysis will be needed to confirm these 

relationships in a larger sample size.

Conclusion
This study suggests that childhood abuse, especially neglect, 

indirectly predicted the diagnosis of MDD through increased 

affective temperaments. The important role as a mediator of 

affective temperaments in the effect of childhood abuse on 

MDD was suggested.
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